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A BSTRACT
Episodic memory enables the conscious recollection of personally experienced unique life
events and the imagination of future episodes. In three experiments we investigated different
factors that might affect some aspects of episodic memory, namely the accessibility of details
of autobiographical memories and imagined episodes. In Study 1, participants recorded
autobiographical events in a diary either in the morning or in the evening. Following a 30-day
retention interval, memory for the recorded events was tested in a free recall task. We showed
that recording autobiographical events in a diary at the beginning of the day reduced the later
accessibility of the diary events. This result might be explained by the negative effect of
interfering events during wakefulness on the reconsolidation of memories recorded in the
morning. In Study 2, we assessed the relationship between the phenomenal characteristics of
imagined episodes and depressive symptom severity in a non-clinical sample. According to
our results, more severe preclinical depressive symptoms were associated with lower ratings
of the phenomenological characteristics of the positive imagined episodes (e.g., vividness,
contextual and perceptual details, accessibility, etc.). In contrast, for the negative imagined
events, an opposite pattern of relationships emerged. These results suggest that subclinical
depression is related to the phenomenology of episodic future thoughts. In Study 3, using the
Autobiographical Interview method, we investigated the recall of recent and remote
autobiographical memories in three healthy age groups (young, middle-aged, and older adults)
and also in a group of patients with Alzheimer‟s disease. We found an age-related decline in
the accessibility of episodic details. Furthermore, a temporally graded episodic memory
deficit could be seen in patients with Alzheimer‟s disease. In sum, we presented experimental
evidence on how episodic remembering is influenced by the time of day, by preclinical
depressive symptom severity, by neurological symptoms in Alzheimer‟s disease, and as the
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consequence of normal aging. Due to the autobiographical memory research methods we
used, our results can be extended to everyday memory functioning.

Keywords: episodic memory, autobiographical memory, future thinking, time of day effects,
interference, preclinical depressive symptoms, Alzheimer‟s disease, aging
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A BSZTRAKT (A BSTRACT IN H UNGARIAN )
Az epizodikus emlékezet teszi lehetővé a személyesen megtapasztalt egyedi emlékek
élményszerű

felidézését

(rekollekcióját),

valamint

lehetséges

jövőbeli

események

elképzelését. Három kísérletben vizsgáltunk olyan faktorokat, amelyek hatással bírnak az
epizodikus memória működésére, pontosabban az önéletrajzi emlékek és elképzelt jövőbeli
események részleteinek elérhetőségére. Első kísérletünk résztvevői önéletrajzi eseményeket
jegyeztek fel egy naplóba reggel vagy este. Harminc nappal később egy szabad felidézési
helyzetben ellenőriztük, mennyire emlékeznek a naplóba leírt emlékeikre. Amennyiben az
emlékek feljegyzése a reggeli órákban történt, az csökkentette a naplóesemények hosszú-távú
elérhetőségét. Vélhetően az ébrenlét alatti interferáló események negatív hatással bírtak a
reggel feljegyzett emlékek rekonszolidációjára. Második vizsgálatunkban arra voltunk
kíváncsiak, milyen kapcsolatban áll az elképzelt jövőbeli események fenomenológiai
minősége a depressziós tünetek súlyosságával az általunk vizsgált (nem klinikai) mintában. A
preklinikai depressziós tünetek súlyossága negatív összefüggést mutatott a pozitív események
fenomenológiai jellemzői mentén adott pontszámokkal (pl. élénkség, kontextuális és
perceptuális részletek, elérhetőség stb.), míg a negatív eseményekre vonatkozóan fordított
hatás mutatkozott. Eredményeink arra hívják fel a figyelmet, hogy a szubklinikai depresszív
állapot kapcsolatban áll a jövőre vonatkozó epizodikus reprezentációk fenomenológiai
természetével. Végül, harmadik vizsgálatunkban három egészséges életkori csoport (fiatal,
középkorú és idősebb felnőtt személyek) és egy Alzheimer kórban szenvedő betegcsoport
önéletrajzi emlékeit hasonlítottuk össze az Önéletrajzi Interjú módszer segítségével. Egyrészt,
az életkorral összefüggő emlékezeti hanyatlás mutatkozott az epizodikus tartalmak
előhívására vonatkozóan az egészséges vizsgálati személyeknél. Továbbá, a betegeknél az
epizodikus memória-deficit idői gradiense volt megfigyelhető. Összefoglalva, eredményeink
rámutattak, milyen hatással bír az epizodikus emlékezet működésére a napszak, a preklinikai
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depressziós tünetek súlyossága, neurológiai tünetek megjelenése Alzheimer kórban, valamint
az egészséges öregedés. Az általunk használt önéletrajzi emlékezeti módszereknek
köszönhetően eredményeink kiterjeszthetőek a mindennapi emlékezeti működésre.

Kulcsszavak: epizodikus emlékezet, önéletrajzi emlékezet, napszak, interferencia, preklinikai
depressziós tünetek, Alzheimer kór, öregedés
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I NTRODUCTION
Everyone has a history. Autobiographical memory (AM) – as a collection of personally
experienced life events and personal facts – is an essential element of our life (see e.g., Bluck,
Alea, Habermas, & Rubin, 2005; Pillemer, 1992). For example, it plays a key role in the
formation of our identity (Conway, 2005; Hirst, 1994; Schechtman, 2007) and also in the
facilitation and maintainance of social interactions and relationships (Neisser, 1988; Nelson &
Fivush, 2004). Furthermore, it provides a basis for guiding ongoing and future behavior
(Baddeley, 1988). Therefore, it is easy to see why AM has been of particular interest in
memory research in the past few decades.
Originally, episodic memory has been conceptualized as a memory system that is
responsible for the conscious retrieval of past events (Tulving, 1972). Later, it was suggested
that episodic memory is also necessary to imagine the future (Tulving, 1985). Consequently,
the same factors (or at least similar factors) influence the retrieval of past experiences and the
generation of future episodes. The (re)construction (or retrieval) of past events and the
construction (or imagination) of future episodes show strong similarities suggesting that the
same processes are involved in autobiographical remembering and future thinking (see Atance
& O‟Neill, 2001; Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2007; Schacter & Addis, 2007).
In the past few years, there has been a special interest in investigating various
detrimental effects on episodic memory, with an emphasis on the accessibility of details of
AMs and imagined episodes. Regarding past events, it seems that unique events with
distinguishable features tend to be better-remembered than memories for events with similar
(and possibly interfering) features. Furthermore, several other factors determine whether an
event together with its specific (episodic) features is accessible at the time of retrieval or not,
e.g., event frequency and the frequency of rehearsal, the age of memories, and the age and
mental health of participants (see Cabeza & St. Jacques, 2007). In a series of studies we
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investigated some of the factors described above, namely, interference effects, the mental
health of participants (i.e., the influence of preclinical depressive symptoms and of
neurological changes in AD), the age of participants, and the age of memories.
An important point is that we used new methods to test the effects of these factors on
episodic memory. According to the best of our knowledge, our study (Study 1) is the first that
used an AM research method to investigate time of day-related interference effects on
memory. Furthermore, we investigated the relationship between preclinical depressive
symptom severity and future thinking, but instead of focusing on the number of generated
events within a limited period of time (as previous studies have done), we assessed the
phenomenal qualities of imagined episodes (Study 2). Finally, in Study 3, we aimed at
validating the widely used Autobiographical Interview (AI) method (Levine, Svoboda, Hay,
Winocur, & Moscovitch, 2002) in a Hungarian sample by investigating three healthy age
groups as well as a group of patients with Alzheimer‟s disease (AD).

The outline of the thesis
In the first chapter of the thesis („Theoretical background‟), we provide a summary of the
organization of memory, with a special focus on the role of episodic memory in
autobiographical remembering and future thinking. Then, we briefly review the main
differences between laboratory studies and studies of everyday memory. We also review some
factors that make an autobiographical event more memorable than other events. In the next
three subsections, we introduce some factors that seem to modulate episodic memory. First,
we present results on how the time (morning vs. evening) of encoding/retrieval affects
memory for laboratory-based materials, and discuss the role of interference effects during
wakefulness in forgetting. Then, we introduce the term “overgeneralization” as a main
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characteristic of autobiographical remembering and future thinking in depression. Finally, we
describe how episodic memory can be impaired in AD and as the result of normal aging.
Following the outline of the main research questions, aims, and thesis points („Main
objectives and thesis points‟), we present three studies („Studies‟). Study 1 examined how the
time of event reactivation affects the long-term accessibility of AMs. In Study 2, we assessed
the relationship between the presence of preclinical depressive symptoms and ratings of the
phenomenal characteristics of positive and negative future episodes. Finally, Study 3
examined AM impairment in AD and in healthy older subjects with an emphasis on the
accessibility of event details of recent and remote AMs. In the final chapter („General
discussion and conclusion‟), we discuss the main methodological and theoretical implications
of our findings, and we make some concluding remarks.
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T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND

E p i s o d i c a n d a u t o b i o g r a p h i c a l me mo r y

Th e con cept of e pisod i c memo ry
The year 1966 was a significant year in memory research. The term “semantic memory” was
first used by Quillian and the term “episodic memory” was first used by Munsat in 1966.
Later, Endel Tulving (1972) adapted these terms when he described semantic and episodic
memory as two separable memory systems (or memory domains). Semantic and episodic
memory – as two types of declarative memory – are responsible for the conscious retrieval of
facts and events, respectively (Squire, 1987, 1992; Squire & Knowlton, 1995; Tulving, 1983).
Episodic memory represents unique events from someone‟s personal past along with
details on the time when the events occurred and on the place where the events occurred
(Tulving, 1972, 1983, 1985). Episodic memory has its own properties making it
distinguishable from other kinds of memory: it is necessary for the conscious recollection of
personal events, appears relatively late in development, shows variability across people
(Tulving, 1983, 1985), and it is probably human-specific (Tulving, 2002; Tulving &
Markowitsch, 1998; for an opposite view, see e.g., Conway, 2005).
A further main point is the autobiographical reference of episodic memories (Tulving,
1985) – that is what William James thought about memory in general: “Memory requires
more than mere dating of the fact in the past. It must be dated in my past” (James, 1885/1913,
p. 650). From this perspective, the description of episodic memory is that of AM: a collection
of personally experienced life events. This is probably the reason why researchers tend to use
these terms as synonyms. However, we have good reasons to make a distinction between the
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two. It was stated previously that episodic memory always represents unique events (Tulving,
1972). In contrast, AM represents not only event-specific details of unique events (i.e.,
episodic memories), but also contains knowledge-based information, such as autobiographical
facts (see e.g., Brewer, 1996; Conway, 1992). Consequently, AM cannot be described as a
memory system as it uses both episodic and semantic representations – “separation between
episodic and semantic memory lies solely in the experimenter‟s and the theorist‟s, and not the
subject‟s mind” (Tulving, 1972, p. 384). From this statement it clearly follows that although
episodic and semantic memory can be conceptualized as two separable systems with their
own characteristics, they intimately interact with each other in everyday life.

Th e org ani zation of autobiogr aphi cal memo r y
Within AM, representations are organized hierarchically and chronologically on the basis of
memory contents and specificity (Barsalou, 1988; Conway & Bekerian, 1987; Conway &
Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). This hierarchical structure provides a basis for summarizing people‟s
life stories and helps individuals to access specific details of memories for unique events
during retrieval (Barsalou, 1988).
Conway and Bekerian (1987) suggested that there are three levels of AM
representations: lifetime periods, general events, and specific events (see also Conway &
Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Conway, 2005), see Figure 1. Lifetime periods (e.g., “my college
years”) represent general knowledge about relatively long periods of time together with their
common features, such as actions, locations, goals, plans, etc. At a more specific level,
general (repeated) events are represented (e.g., summer vacations at the lake). When people
are instructed to recall unique events from their personal past, they often tend to retrieve
extended lifetime periods or general (summarized) memories first (Barsalou, 1988; Haque &
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Conway, 2001). Lifetime periods and general events contain knowledge (or cues) that can
help individuals to access specific AMs (i.e., memories for unique events).

Figure 1. The organization of autobiographical memories.

Within this theoretical framework, the concept of specific events is that of episodic memories
(Conway, 2009). Based on results of AM studies, Conway (2001, 2005, 2009) elaborated the
concept of episodic memory previously established by Tulving (1972, 1983, 1985). Episodic
memories (i.e., specific autobiographical events) represent short time periods and contain
highly specific event details (e.g., contextual and sensory-perceptual details). Importantly,
specific events are usually represented in the form of (visual) images making them
distinguishable from autobiographical facts (Brewer, 1996; Rubin, 1996). When images and
other event-specific details are accessed, the person has a feeling of the self in the past, a
phenomenon termed recollective experience (Brewer, 1996; Conway, 2001, 2005; Tulving,
1985). For a more detailed list of episodic memory characteristics, see Table 1.
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1.

Retain summary records of sensory-perceptual–conceptual-affective processing derived
from working memory.

2.

Retain patterns of activation/inhibition over long periods.

3.

They are predominately represented in the form of (visual) images.

4.

Represent short time slices, determined by changes in goal-processing.

5.

Represented roughly in their order of occurrence.

6.

They are only retained in a durable form if they become linked to conceptual
autobiographical knowledge.

7.

Otherwise they are rapidly forgotten.

8.

Their main function is to provide a short-term record of progress in current goal
processing.

9.

They are recollectively experienced when accessed.

10. When included as part of an autobiographical memory construction they provide
specificity.
11. Neuroanatomically they may be represented in brain regions separate from other
(conceptual) autobiographical knowledge networks.
Table 1. The main characteristics of episodic memories (adapted from Conway, 2005, p. 613).

M ent al ti me tr av el and episodi c futur e think ing
Episodic memory is responsible not only for the recollection of perceived events (reexperiencing) but also for the imagination of possible future episodes (pre-experiencing).
Mental time travel refers to the experience of the self in the past and in the future (Tulving,
1985). The idea of autonoetic (or self knowing) consciousness as a correlate of episodic
remembering is based on studies of amnesic patients (Tulving, 1985) who have difficulty in
remembering their personal past following brain damage. Later it has been demonstrated that
amnesic patients are also unable to imagine the future (Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann, & Maguire,
2007; Kleim, Graham, Fihosy, Stott, & Ehlers, 2013; Tulving, 1985). Especially those
patients have difficulty in future thinking who have hippocampal lesion (Hassabis et al., 2007;
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Race, Keane, & Verfaellie, 2011; Rosenbaum, Gilboa, Levine, Winocur, & Moscovitch,
2009; Tulving, 1985; but see Squire et al., 2010) which structure is known to play a central
role in episodic memory. It was also revealed that even if individuals with episodic memory
impairment can imagine possible future scenarios, their imaginations are less vivid and
detailed, compared to those of healthy subjects (Hassabis et al., 2007).
According to the constructive episodic simulation hypothesis, individuals recombine
event details of AMs stored in episodic memory when they anticipate future events (Schacter
et al., 2012; Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2007; Schacter & Addis, 2007). In line with this
assumption, a number of behavioral and neuroimaging studies confirmed the overlap between
autobiographical remembering and future thinking. Although imagined events are more vivid
and detailed than memories for past experiences (e.g., D‟Argembeau & Van der Linden,
2004; Johnson et al., 1988), there are several similarities between the phenomenal
characteristics of perceived and imagined episodes (D‟Argembeau & Demblon, 2012;
D‟Argembeau & Van der Linden, 2004). Furthermore, functional neuroimaging studies
showed that common brain systems (including medial temporal lobe [MTL] and prefrontal
cortical regions, see Figure 2) are activated during remembering and future thinking (e.g.,
Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2007; Okuda et al., 2003; Szpunar, Watson, & McDermott, 2007;
for reviews, see Schacter et al., 2012; Schacter et al., 2007).
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Figure 2. Brain regions involved in episodic remembering and future thinking (adapted from Schacter
et al., 2007, p. 660).

Atance and O‟Neill (2001) suggested that a distinction should be made between semantic and
episodic future thinking. When individuals imagine routine behaviors or public events, it is
mostly based on semantic representations. In contrast, episodic future thinking “refers to an
ability to project the self forward in time to pre-experience an event” (Atance & O‟Neill,
2001, p. 537). Supporting this idea, amnesic patients have difficulty imagining novel
situations, relative to imagining public events (Klein, Loftus, & Kihlstrom, 2002).
Nevertheless, semantic memory is essential for future thinking as it provides a conceptual
basis for the simulation of future episodes (Irish, Addis, Hodges, & Piguet, 2012; Irish &
Piguet, 2013). Similarly to the recall of AMs, semantic memory and episodic memory closely
interact when individuals imagine possible future events.
Furthermore, Atance and O‟Neill (2001) highlighted the differences between future
thinking and prospective memory. Whereas prospective memory refers to the encoding,
maintenance, and execution of future intentions and actions (Meacham, 1982; Meacham &
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Leiman, 1982), future thinking involves the anticipation of possible episodes. However, there
is evidence for the relationship between future thinking and prospective memory. For
instance, it seems that prospective memory performance is better when people imagine their
future intentions (Altgassen et al., 2015; Liu & Park, 2004; Sheeran & Orbell, 1999).
In brief, similarly to autobiographical remembering, episodic future thinking involves
goal-related processes, it is essential to construct novel situations, and it is probably unique to
humans (see Atance & O‟Neill, 2001). Furthermore, confirming the neural overlap between
episodic future thinking and episodic remembering, the imagination of future events and the
recollection of past experiences are both related to MTL and prefrontal cortical regions, as
indicated by several neuroimaging (e.g., Addis et al., 2007; Okuda et al., 2003; Szpunar et al.,
2007) and neuropsychological studies (e.g., Hassabis et al., 2007; Race et al., 2011;
Rosenbaum et al., 2009).

Labor ator y studi es vs . studi es of autobiogr aph i cal memo r y
More than a century ago, Hermann Ebbinghaus (1885/1913) proposed that memory could be
investigated experimentally under well-controlled conditions. In 1972, Tulving stated that
laboratory studies (following the tradition of Ebbinghaus) are about episodic memory, but
later he modified his original account (Tulving, 2002). In a typical laboratory study, subjects
are presented with different study materials (e.g., words), and later their memory is tested by
asking them about what they remember. However, we have no reason to assume that subjects
do have a recollective experience during retrieval even if they remember what they have
learned previously.
In 1978, Ulric Neisser gave an impressive talk about the limitations of laboratory
studies of memory. Neisser suggested to introduce new methods to study memory in a more
natural context and argued that such studies of memory could strengthen the ecological
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validity of memory research. Following Neisser‟s talk, a new direction in the study of
memory began to develop, which placed greater emphasis on the ecological validity of
research methods. This does not mean, of course, that laboratory studies completely fail the
test of ecological validity (see Kvavilashvili & Ellis, 1996), but it should not be ignored that
laboratory-based study materials are limited to capture the complexity of everyday (including
autobiographical) memory due to several reasons (for overviews, see Cabeza & St. Jacques,
2007; Cohen, 2008; Conway, 1991; St. Jacques, 2010). For example, in comparison with
memory for laboratory-based materials, more complex retrieval processes are recruited during
the (re)construction of AMs (e.g., Cabeza et al., 2004; Conway et al., 1999). Furthermore,
since laboratory experiments are conducted under well-controlled conditions, “laboratory
memories” contain a reduced number of sensory details and emotions when compared to AMs
(e.g., Gardini, Cornoldi, De Beni, & Venneri, 2006; Greenberg et al., 2005). Finally, one can
easily imagine how complicated it would be to investigate remote memories (i.e., events that
occurred in the distant past) in laboratory settings.
The study of everyday memory focuses on how memory works in the real world with
a special focus on the contextual, functional, and social aspects of memory – just to name a
few. Importantly, in addition to its significant theoretical consequences, the study of everyday
memory has practical relevance as well (see e.g., Gathercole & Collins, 1992): its emphasis
on the previously mentioned features of memory “allows everyday memory research to bridge
the gap between basic and applied research, and many practical applications have been
developed” (Cohen, 2008, p. 1.). In other words, applied areas also benefit from everyday
(including autobiographical) memory research. In order to better understand the nature of
memory for everyday events, researchers developed a large number of methods to study AM.
What follows is a selective overview of the main methodologies in the field of AM research.
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Diary method: One of the most widely used methods in AM research is the socalled diary method. In a typical diary study, participants are instructed to record
autobiographical events in a diary, and later their memory is tested on the basis of events
descriptions. The first, who used this technique as a research method, was Marigold Linton
(1982). She recorded at least two events per day and later she tested her memory for the diary
events. At the end of a 6-year follow-up, she reported that the long-term accessibility of a
memory was strongly related to its distinctiveness and saliency. Later diary-based studies
replicated this finding, and led to further important conclusions about memory in general
(e.g., Brewer, 1988; Wagenaar, 1986).
Ratings of phenomenal characteristics: Several theorists highlight the
importance of the subjective experience that accompanies the retrieval of episodic memories
(e.g., Brewer, 1988, 1996; Conway, 2005, 2009; Tulving, 1985). The term recollective
experience refers to the sense of the self in the past (see Conway, 2009). William Brewer
(1996) defined recollective memory as the phenomenologically experienced form of a single
episode. The phenomenology of a memory can be measured by asking participants to rate the
qualitative characteristics of the recalled episodes, such as in the classic diary studies of AM
(Brewer, 1988; Wagenaar, 1986) when the recorded events were rated on a number of
dimensions (e.g., emotionality, importance, sensory details, etc.). There are frequently used
questionnaires which were developed to measure a wide range of phenomenological qualities
of AMs. For instance, the Memory Characteristics Questionnaire (Johnson, Foley, Suengas, &
Raye, 1988) consists of 39 items, and subjects are typically asked to rate the items of the
questionnaire on 7-point scales (e.g., My memory for this event involves visual detail: 1 =
little or none, 7 = a lot; My memory for the time when the event takes place is: 1 = vague, 7 =
clear/distinct; The overall tone of the memory is: 1 = negative, 7 = positive).
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Interview methods: In 1989, Kopelman, Wilson, and Baddeley (1989) introduced a
new method for assessing AM, the Autobiographical Memory Interview (AMI). They
developed this interview technique on the basis of studies of amnesic patients. One major
advantage of this method is that it makes a distinction between autobiographical incidents and
personal semantic memory. The test consists of two subscales. Whereas in the first part
(Autobiographical Incidents Schedule), subjects are required to recall unique events from
each of three time periods (e.g., a journey in the last year), in the second part (Personal
Semantic Memory Schedule), they are asked to report facts regarding their personal past (e.g.,
names of schools attended). Another interview method, the AI (Levine et al., 2002), also
reflects on episodic and non-episodic contents of AMs, but contrary to the AMI, in this task,
subjects are only required to recall specific events and not to report autobiographical facts.
The authors developed two standardized scoring procedures to separate episodic details (e.g.,
details on time and location) from non-episodic (e.g., semantic) contents within a single event
description.
Cuing method: The cuing technique can be considered as a general method for
helping individuals to recall AMs. Participants are typically presented with cue words and are
instructed to recall autobiographical events in response to those words. Sometimes, the set of
cues consists of positive, negative, and neutral words enabling the separate investigation of
positive, negative, and neutral life events. There are standardized tests that usually use the
same set of cues across experiments, such as the Autobiographical Memory Test (AMT;
Williams & Broadbent, 1986), or words can be adapted from previously published databases
(e.g., Rubin & Friendly, 1986).
In the last few years, researchers adapted a number of autobiographical research
methods, such as the AI (e.g., Addis, Musicaro, Pan, & Schacter, 2010) or the AMT (e.g.,
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Williams et al., 1996) to study episodic future thinking and its relationship with retrospective
memory.

Wh at mak es an ev ent memo r able?
The above described research methods allowed to study several important aspects of everyday
memory, such as forgetting. To identify features that make an event more memorable than
other events has been of particular interest in AM research in the past few decades. As it was
mentioned earlier, the classic diary studies of AM led to important conclusions about
forgetting. Marigold Linton (1982) tested her memory on the basis of a diary for 6 years and
concluded that the retrieval of event-specific details of memories for events with
distinguishable features (unique events) is less difficult than the recall of events that have
similar features. These findings confirmed the importance of interference effects in forgetting.
However, Linton also stressed that sometimes she was not able to access memories for unique
events. More recent diary studies replicated these findings, and identified further important
factors that play key roles in forgetting. Wagenaar (1986) showed that his recall performance
for previously recorded diary events dropped from 70% to 35% over four years. One of the
most relevant conclusions of this study was that personally important memories were more
memorable than those that were rated as less significant. It should be highlighted, however,
that when specific event details (cues) were presented, it improved his recall performance.
Reviewing cca. 25 years of AM research, Williams and colleagues (2008) specified
some characteristics that make an event memorable. It seems that unique, important,
consequential, self-relevant, emotional, and surprising events tend to be well-remembered. In
relation to forgetting, it is an important question whether a memory is available but not
accessible at a certain time or the memory is not available anymore (Tulving & Pearlstone,
1966). It is also possible, of course, that unsuccessful (or ineffective) encoding is the reason
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why someone is not able to retrieve an event later. Traditionally, in memory research,
forgetting refers to the loss of memories that were once encoded (see e.g., Wixted, 2005).
According to Conway (1995), most events are encoded successfully; the question is which
memories will remain in the long term. Conway concluded that for general events, people
show reduced forgetting rate, whereas forgetting does mainly affect specific events. In other
words, general events are more resistant to forgetting than event-specific (episodic) details of
AMs. There are some important factors, however, that determine the proportion of episodic
(and semantic) details within AMs (see Cabeza & St. Jacques, 2007): (1) event frequency –
i.e., unique events contain more episodic details than repeated events; (2) the mental health of
the individuals – i.e., healthy individuals‟ memories contain more episodic details than those
of patients with psychiatric symptoms (such as in depression) and those of patients with
neurological symptoms (such as in AD); (3) the age of the individuals – i.e., young adults‟
memories contain more episodic details than those of older individuals; (4) the age of
memories – i.e., recent memories contain more episodic details than temporally distant
memories; and (5) the frequency of rehearsal – i.e., infrequently retrieved memories contain
more episodic details than frequently retrieved memories (but see e.g., Cohen & Faulkner,
1988; Rabbit & Winthorpe, 1988).
In this section, we outlined some factors that influence the long-term accessibility of
episodic memories and the accessibility of event details of episodic memories. In this
dissertation, we present three studies examining some of the factors described above:
interference effects, the mental health of participants (subclinical depressive symptoms and
AD), the age of participants, and the age of memories. In order to better understand the
backgrounds of these research topics, in the section below, we discuss in details how these
factors can affect episodic memory. First, we summarize the results of previous studies on
how the time of day affects (episodic) memory and we discuss the detrimental impact of
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interference on long-term memory retention. Then, we present results on how episodic
memory can be impaired in depression, in AD, and as a consequence of normal aging.

T i me o f d a y , i n t e r f e r e n c e e f f e c t s , a n d e p i s o d i c me mo r y

Ti me of d ay effect on long -t erm ( episodi c) memo r y
It is well documented that the time of day clearly influences cognitive performance, including
memory (for reviews, see e.g., Blatter & Cajochen, 2007; Schmidt, Collette, Cajochen, &
Peigneux, 2007). Several studies have demonstrated that memory efficiency can fluctuate
during wakefulness (Baddeley, Hatter, Scott, & Snashall, 1970; Folkard & Monk, 1978, 1979;
Hasher, Chung, May, & Foong, 2002; Petros, Beckwith, & Anderson, 1990). Interestingly
though, the relationship between the time of day and memory for autobiographical events has
been understudied. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, studies of time of day effects
on semantic memory are also lacking, as it was highlighted by Schmidt and her colleagues
(2007) as well. Regarding time of day-related memory functions, most studies aimed at
investigating working memory and episodic memory. Time of day effects on episodic
memory has been demonstrated by a large number of studies using laboratory-based learning
materials (e.g., word lists and text passages). In the following section, we make an attempt to
review the results of these studies (and their interpretations).
With long-term (including episodic) memory, it is an important question, whether the
time of learning (encoding) or the time of testing (retrieval) affects memory or both. Studies,
using verbal learning paradigms, found that long-term memory is better for materials
previously learned in the evening, while the time of testing has no effect on performance
(Barbosa & Albuquerque, 2008; Folkard & Monk, 1978; Gais, Lucas, & Born, 2006; but see
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Mather & Knight, 2005). In interpreting these results, two well-documented effects should be
discussed in details: (1) the synchrony effect and (2) the detrimental impact of interfering
information during wakefulness on the strengthening of a memory.
It is worth noting that in the above cited studies from the late 1970s (Folkard & Monk,
1978, 1979), participants‟ age ranged from 20 to 60 years, and the authors did not consider an
important dimension of individual differences, the chronotype. Later studies demonstrated
that the chronotype (circadian preference) shows differences across individuals and depends
on age. Whereas the majority of the elderly shows morningness tendencies, only less than 5%
of younger adults prefer the early hours of the day (Yoon, 1997; Yoon, May, & Hasher,
1999). According to the synchrony effect, some cognitive functions (including memory) are
affected by circadian arousal patterns and participants tend to perform better on various
cognitive (including episodic memory) tasks at their optimal time of day (for reviews, see
Winocur & Hasher, 2002; Yoon et al., 1999).
Based on this idea, more recent time of day experiments analyzed behaviors of young
and older adults separately (e.g., Hasher et al., 2002; Petros et al., 1990). Some studies have
found that young adults‟ long-term memory was better when they had studied previously in
the evening (Barbosa & Albuquerque, 2008; Gais et al., 2006), which is in line with the
synchrony effect. But it should be highlighted that the synchrony effect can not fully account
for the data – as young adults tend to perform better on various memory tasks in the evening,
the finding that the time of retrieval does not affect long-term memory remains difficult to
explain.
In a series of well-controlled experiments, Gais et al. (2006) aimed to answer the
question of whether the time of day in itself affects memory for word pairs. They investigated
only young adults who were asked to study a list of word pairs either at 8 a.m. or at 8 p.m. On
the following day, those participants‟ performance was better who learned previously in the
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evening. Up to this point, results fit nicely with the synchrony effect, but the authors
conducted a second experiment and showed that following a 48-hour delay, memory was
better for a previously learnt material when participants went to sleep shortly after learning,
regardless of the time of day (for similar results, see Talamini, Nieuwenhuis, Takashima, &
Jensen, 2008). The authors argued that it is not the time of day in itself, but the lack of
interfering information during sleep that improved subsequent memory performance.

Int er f er en ce and long -t er m mem or y consol id ation
It is a classical finding in experimental memory research that new learning interferes with
prior learning (Jenkins & Dallenbach, 1924; Müller & Pilzecker, 1900; Underwood, 1957;
Underwood & Postman, 1960). When new incoming information interferes with prior
learning, it leads to worse memory for the older material, a phenomenon termed retroactive
interference (Müller & Pilzecker, 1900; Underwood, 1957). Jenkins and Dallenbach (1924)
showed that memory for nonsense syllables was better when participants went to sleep shortly
after learning, compared to when they remained awake through the retention interval. This
classic study established the importance of interfering information during wakefulness in
forgetting (for reviews, see Wixted, 2004, 2005).
Importantly, the vulnerability of a memory depends on its age – new memories are more
sensitive to interference effects (Müller & Pilzecker, 1900). This finding is strongly related to
the so-called consolidation theory, which states that a new memory is typically fragile in its
initial form and sensitive to disruption, but this period of lability is followed by an additional
period of consolidation when the memory becomes less fragile and more resistant to
interference (Duncan, 1949; McGaugh, 1966; see also Lechner, Squire, & Byrne, 1999;
Nader, 2003). According to the traditional consolidation theory, once a memory is fixed (i.e.,
consolidated), it will no longer be fragile. However, later studies demonstrated that whenever
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a memory is reactivated, it becomes labile and vulnerable again, i.e., more exposed to
disrupting effects (Misanin, Miller, & Lewis, 1968). Once a memory is reactivated, it must be
followed by an additional period of reconsolidation in order to become stable again (Misanin
et al., 1968; for reviews, see Nader, 2003; Nader & Einarsson, 2010; Sara, 2000), see Figure
3.

Figure 3. The processes of memory consolidation and reconsolidation.

A long line of studies confirmed that sleep promotes the (re)consolidation of both nondeclarative and declarative memories (Barrett & Ekstrand, 1972; Ellenbogen, Hulbert,
Stickgold, Dinges, & Thompson-Schill, 2006; Fischer & Born, 2009; Lahl, Wispel, Willigens,
& Pietrowsky, 2008; Marshall & Born, 2007; Rasch, Büchel, Gais, & Born, 2007; Wilson &
McNaughton, 1994; for reviews, see Diekelmann & Born, 2010; Ellenbogen, Payne, &
Stickgold, 2006). Memory consolidation during sleep refers to the stabilization (or
strengthening) of memories when representations become more resistant to interference
effects and/or to qualitative changes in memory representations (see Diekelmann & Born,
2010). It is a crucial question in the literature whether sleep passively protects memories from
interference effects or actively consolidates them (for a review, see e.g., Ellenbogen, Payne, et
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al., 2006). Actually, there is no evidence to suggest that we should completely eliminate any
of these options (see Ellenbogen, Payne, et al., 2006).
The active role of sleep in memory consolidation is supported by studies showing
memory improvement and qualitative changes in memory representations after sleep (e.g.,
Ellenbogen, Hu, Payne, Titone, & Walker, 2007; Pilhal & Born, 1997; Wagner, Gais, Haider,
Verleger, & Born, 2004). The question is how those qualitative changes can occur during
sleep? According to the active system consolidation hypothesis, memories are reactivated
during slow-wave sleep (SWS) when representations become gradually redistributed allowing
the qualitative reorganizations of (explicitly encoded) memory traces (for reviews, see e.g.,
Diekelmann & Born, 2010; Rasch & Born, 2013). This idea is supported by empirical
evidence showing that declarative memory performance is correlated with the duration of
SWS (e.g., Backhaus, Junghanns, Born, Hohaus, Faasch, & Hohagen, 2006; Plihal & Born,
1997; but see Ackermann, Hartmann, Papassotiropoulos, de Quervain, & Rasch, 2015), and
that superior declarative memory performance is specifically related to e.g. slow oscillations
(e.g., Huber, Ghilardi, Massimini, & Tononi, 2004; Marshall, Helgadóttir, Mölle, & Born,
2006) and sleep spindles (e.g., Cox, Hofman, & Talamini, 2012; Lustenberger, Wehrle,
Tüshaus, Achermann, & Huber, 2015) during SWS. However, it should be highlighted that
improved memory performance is associated with increased slow oscillatory activity not only
during sleep but also during wakeful rest (Brokaw, Tishler, Manceor, Hamilton, Gaulden,
Parr, & Wamsley, 2016).
In addition to its active function, sleep has a passive role in memory consolidation as it
provides a basis for memory consolidation by protecting memories from interference effects
(see Ellenbogen, Payne, et al., 2006; Wixted, 2004, 2005). The lack of interfering information
during sleep might explain the above discussed results on time of day effects: since learning
in the evening is usually followed by sleep, it can lead to better long-term memory retention
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compared to when learning is followed by a comparable amount of time awake. Since the
processes of memory consolidation and reconsolidation show strong similarities (see Dudai &
Eisenberg, 2004; McKenzie & Eichenbaum, 2011), it clearly follows that the lack of new
interfering information during sleep also provides an ideal basis for the reconsolidation of
reactivated memories.
Actually, the above described perspectives (the active and the passive roles of sleep in
memory consolidation) are not necessarily mutually exclusive. It is possible that while sleep
actively consolidates memories, it simultaneously provides ideal conditions for memory
consolidation and reconsolidation by excluding the impact of new incoming (and potentially
interfering) information.

Int er f er en ce and autobiogr aph i cal memo r y
Since only those studies investigated time of day effects on episodic memory that used
laboratory-based materials, it is unclear how these findings can be generalized to everyday
memory. Similarly to memory for materials studied in the laboratory, AMs are also not
resistant to interference effects (e.g., Linton, 1982; Schwabe & Wolf, 2009; Wagenaar, 1986).
As it was mentioned earlier, Linton (1982) reported that she usually failed to distinguish
between unique but similar events when she tried to retrieve her AMs on the basis of her
diary. As it has been stated previously “people do not exist in a vacuum during the retention
interval; (…) just as in laboratory studies of episodic memory, misleading postevent
information can affect how we conceptualize original events and impair our ability to retrieve
the original event” (Roediger & Marsh, 2003, p. 489). Therefore, it can be assumed that the
lack of interfering events during sleep can have a positive effect not only on memory for
laboratory-based materials but also on memory for everyday events.
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There are examples of studies supporting the relationship between sleep and AM (e.g.,
Aly & Moscovitch, 2010; Murre, Kristo, & Janssen, 2014; Rauchs et al., 2004, 2013). To the
best of our knowledge, however, no previous research aimed at investigating time of day
effects on the (re)consolidation of AMs in the light of the absence of interfering information
during sleep.

E p i s o d i c me mo r y i mp a i r me n t s i n d e p r e s s i o n

A utobiogr aph i cal r ememb ering and d epr ession
In the previous section we focused on interference-related decline in healthy individuals‟
episodic memory performance. As it was mentioned earlier, episodic (and autobiographical)
memory is influenced by several factors operating prior to or at the time of retrieval, and the
impact of interfering information is just one example. For example, several theorists suggest
that episodic memory is especially vulnerable and is affected by the mental health of
individuals. In this chapter we present results showing episodic memory impairment in
depression.
According to the cognitive neuropsychiatry approach of psychopathology, cognitive
processes of people who have psychiatric disabilities can be understood in the same way as
they can be in people following brain damage (Souchay & Moulin, 2008). As it is known,
psychiatric disorders can be characterized by specific patterns of cognitive deficits. For
example, a wealth of laboratory studies provided evidence for executive control and episodic
memory impairments in depression (Hertel, 1997; Hertel & Gerstle, 2003; Joormann &
Gotlib, 2010; for reviews, see Joormann & Gotlib, 2010; Rock, Roiser, Riedel, & Blackwell,
2014).
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One of the most widely documented episodic memory deficits in depression is the
overgeneralization of AMs – as first described by Williams and Broadbent in 1986. They
investigated suicidal patients (together with non-clinical controls) and found that patients had
difficulty when they were asked to recall specific AMs from their own personal past. Patients
needed more time to respond and tended to report general events rather than specific
memories. This difference between patients and non-clinical controls could be seen only for
the recall of positive memories and not for the retrieval of negative episodes. In order to better
understand what overgeneralization – or reduced specificity – means, here is an example of a
dialogue between a therapist and a patient (Williams, 1996, pp. 245-246):
„Therapist: When you were young, what sort of things made you happy?
Patient:

Well, things used to be alright then; I mean, better than they are now, I think.
When my dad was there, he used to take me for walks on the Common
sometimes after lunch on a Sunday.

Therapist:

Can you tell me about one such a walk?

Patient:

Well, we used to go after lunch, sometimes we would take a ball and play
around. Afterwards, we might go and see my granny who lived on the other
side of the Common.

Therapist:

When you think back, now, can you remember any particular time? I want you
to try and recall any one of these times. Any time will do, it doesn‟t have to be
particularly important or special.

Patient:

I remember there used to be other children on the Common sometimes.
Sometimes they would be friends of mine and I would stop and chat to them
for a while.

Therapist:

Can you remember any particular time when you met any of your friends?

Patient:

If it was winter, there weren‟t usually many people about.”
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It is easy to see that after the retrieval of a categoric memory (e.g., “he used to take me for
walks”), this patient was not able to provide a unique event as an exemplar in spite of the
therapist‟s clear instruction (e.g., “Can you tell me about one such a walk?”). When healthy
subjects are asked to recall AMs, they also tend to retrieve extended or general memories first
(see e.g., Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Haque & Conway, 2001). But contrary to this
patient mentioned above, following a longer time delay, healthy subjects are mostly able to
recall specific memories when they are instructed to do so.
Although the overgeneralization of AMs was first described for suicidal patients (for
people who had taken an overdose; Williams & Broadbent, 1986), difficulty in the retrieval of
specific autobiographical events has also been demonstrated in clinically depressed
participants with no history of suicide attempt (e.g., Park, Goodyer, & Teasdale, 2002;
Williams & Scott, 1988). It was also shown that overgeneralization is not a unitary
characteristic of emotional disorders. For example, patients with symptoms of anxiety
(without comorbid depression) show no difficulty in recalling positive specific memories
(e.g., Wessel, Meeren, Peeters, Arntz, & Merckelbach, 2001). Altogether these findings
suggest that overgeneralization is specifically associated with depressive symptoms.

Futur e th inking and d epr ession
According to Beck‟s cognitive theory, depression can be described with the so-called
cognitive triad: negative views (1) about the world in general, (2) about the self, and (3) about
expectancies for the future (Beck, 1967). Results of well-controlled experimental studies
established that patients with depression do have difficulty in the anticipation of future
expectancies. However, it seems that patients with high levels of depressive symptoms show
difficulties when they imagine specific positive episodes, but have no more negative episodic
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thoughts for the future than healthy individuals (Bjärehed, Sarkohi, & Andersson, 2010;
MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001; MacLeod et al., 1997).
Confirming the considerable overlap between autobiographical remembering and
future thinking, there is a strong relationship between the specificity of AMs and of imagined
future episodes in depression. Williams et al. (1996) investigated suicidal patients with high
levels of depressive symptoms and found that when patients were instructed either to report
past experiences or to imagine future events, they generated a reduced number of specific
episodes, compared to control subjects. Furthermore, the number of specific memories
correlated with the number of specific future events both in patients and controls.
Several other studies have documented future thinking impairment in depression by
showing that depressive patients tend to imagine a reduced number of specific future episodes
than non-clinical controls (MacLeod, Rose, & Williams, 1993; MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001;
MacLeod, Tata, Kentish, & Jacobsen, 1997). Similarly to the retrieval of AMs, this effect is
more pronounced for the generation of positive future events than for the imagination of
possible negative episodes (Bjärehed et al., 2010; MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001; MacLeod et
al., 1997). MacLeod and his colleagues (1993) suggested that the reduced number of
imagined positive future episodes in depression is not necessarily associated with an increased
number of anticipated negative events. Interestingly though, a different psychiatric symptom
seems to map to differences in negative future thinking: patients with symptoms of anxiety
have more negative expectancies for the future than healthy individuals (see MacLeod &
Salaminiou, 2001; MacLeod et al., 1997).
In brief, a long line of studies provided empirical evidence for reduced
autobiographical remembering and future thinking in depression (MacLeod & Salaminiou,
2001; Park et al., 2002; Williams & Scott, 1988) and also in other psychiatric disorders
characterized by high levels of depressive symptoms, such as in post-traumatic stress disorder
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(Kleim et al., 2013; McNally, Lasko, Macklin, & Pitman, 1995; McNally, Litz, Prassas, Shin,
& Weathers, 1994) and in eating disorders (Godley, Tchanturia, MacLeod, & Schmidt, 2001;
Nandrino, Doba, Lesne, Christophe, & Pezard, 2006). Furthermore, it seems that depressive
symptom severity is associated with reduced specificity not only in patient populations but
also in non-clinical individuals (Kosnes, Whelan, O‟Donovan, & McHugh, 2013; MacLeod &
Conway, 2007; O‟Connor, O‟Connor, O‟Connor, Smallwood, & Miles, 2004). Results of
these studies are especially important as they showed that preclinical depressive symptoms
(i.e., negative thoughts and emotions) are related to reduced positive future thinking.
Altogether, results of AM studies are in line with findings of laboratory studies (e.g.,
Hertel, 1997; Hertel & Gerstle, 2003; Joormann & Gotlib, 2010) and provided further
evidence for the relationship between depressive symptoms and episodic memory
impairments.

Fr equ ent l y us ed methods for ass es sing th e sp ecif i cit y of
autobiog r aphi cal ev ents in mental disor ders
One of the most frequently used methods for assessing overgeneralization in mental disorders
is the AMT (Williams & Broadbent, 1986). In this task, subjects are presented with cue words
and are instructed to recall specific events form their past (i.e., events that were no longer than
one hour). The set of cues typically consists of emotionally positive, negative, and neutral
items. On a post hoc basis, an independent rater (or a group of raters) analyzes whether
responses are specific or not. Sometimes a modified version of this task is used by asking
participants not to retrieve past experiences but to imagine possible future episodes in
response to the cue words. Using the AMT, a wealth of studies revealed reduced AM
specificity (Wessel et al., 2001; Williams et al., 1996; Williams, Teasdale, Segal, & Soulsby,
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2000; Williams & Broadbent, 1986) and impaired future thinking in depression (Williams et
al., 1996).
In order to investigate the relationship between the presence of depressive symptoms
and future thinking, MacLeod et al. (1993) developed a procedure, the Future Thinking Task
(FTT). In this task, participants are instructed to generate possible future episodes over three
time periods: next week, next year, and the next 5-10 years. For each period, participants have
one minute to imagine negative events and one minute to generate positive episodes.
Numerous studies have successfully applied the FTT to detect difficulties in future thinking
(MacLeod et al., 1993; MacLeod & Conway, 2007; MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001).
In a study by Stöber (2000), participants were presented with possible future scenarios,
and were asked to imagine one possible future event for each scenario. Furthermore, as a
methodological extension, participants rated the imagery of the generated events on a 30-point
scale. Importantly, depressive symptom severity correlated with reduced imagery for the
positive events. The relationship between depressive symptoms and reduced vividness of
imagined positive episodes was later replicated by other studies (Holmes, Lang, Moulds, &
Steele, 2008; Morina, Deeprose, Pusowski, Schmid, & Holmes, 2011). On the whole, it seems
that depressive symptoms are associated not only with impaired ability to access specific
events, but also with self-ratings of the characteristics of possible future scenarios. However,
to date, no study has assessed a wider range of phenomenal characteristics (e.g., the
specificity of event details) of future scenarios generated by individuals with depressive
symptoms.

Expl an at ions for r edu ced sp ecifi ci t y in d ep r ession
In the following section we discuss the main theoretical explanations for overgeneralization in
depression including (1) the mood-congruence theory, (2) the affect regulation hypothesis, (3)
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a modified version of the affect regulation approach, and (4) the anhedonia-dependent
account. Finally, we relate depressive subjects‟ tendency to report overgeneral events to
theories of emotional disorders.
The mood-congruence approach is based on the well-documented phenomenon of
state-dependent memory, which states that memory is better when the individual is in the
same state during encoding and retrieval, compared to when encoding and retrieval states
differ (Bartlett, Burleson, & Santrock, 1982; Bower, Monteiro, & Gilligan, 1978; Clark,
Milberg, & Ross, 1983). Consequently, mood-incongruent memories are less accessible than
memories that are congruent with the current affective state. Therefore, it can be assumed that
for more depressed individuals, it is difficult to access positive memories and positive future
expectancies. However, mood congruency cannot account for studies which found no change
in depressed patients‟ tendency to recall overgeneral memories following various treatments
(Brittlebank, Scott, Williams, & Ferrier, 1993; Williams & Dritschel, 1988; but see Williams
et al., 2000). These findings indicate that overgenerality is a trait marker rather than a statedependent phenomenon (Brittlebank et al., 1993).
Laboratory studies revealed that depressive patients are less able to inhibit irrelevant
information than controls (e.g., Cottencin et al., 2008; Joormann & Gotlib, 2010; Joormann,
Yoon, & Zetsche, 2007), which can play a role in the overgeneralization of AMs. Reduced
specificity in depression might be related to the failure of inhibiting categoric memories in
people with a history of trauma (Williams & Dritschel, 1988). According to the description
theory (Williams & Hollan, 1981), when people try to recall AMs, they first recall categoric
events – or in other terms, general memories (Conway, 2005) – along with their general
descriptions that later help them to access event-specific details. For successful retrieval,
however, the categoric memory together with its general description must be inhibited. This
form of memory search process normally develops during childhood, but traumatic
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experiences can disrupt its development resulting in overgeneral retrieval as a long-term
cognitive style. This cognitive style is strongly related to the strategy of affect regulation:
individuals with a history of trauma tend to avoid recalling memories for unique painful
episodes in order to minimize negative affect. This strategy could lead to the failure of
inhibiting categoric memories.
It should be highlighted, however, that this theory could not explain why depressed
individuals tend to overgeneralize positive memories rather than their negative experiences.
According to a later interpretation (see Williams, 1996 for a detailed overview), as the result
of frequently repeated negative life events, new events are encoded along with highly active
negative self-descriptions in people with a history of trauma (overgeneral encoding style).
Therefore, during retrieval, for more depressed subjects, only a few mnemonic cues are
available to access specific details of memories for positive events.
Dalgleish et al. (2007) focused on the inhibitory control component of these latter
theories. They found a strong relationship between the specificity of AMs in depression and
performance on different types of executive control tasks. Later, Williams et al. (2007)
suggested that there are three main processes that contribute to the overgeneralization of AMs
in depression: (1) capture and rumination, (2) functional avoidance, and (3) reduced executive
control. The authors also suggested that altered cognitive functioning and behavior (e.g.,
impaired problem solving) are indirect, or even direct, consequences of these factors (see also
Dalgleish & Werner-Seidler, 2014).
The above cited interpretations originally intended to describe reduced AM specificity.
It is an interesting question whether these explanations can be generalized to impaired future
thinking in depression. Since episodic memory is strongly related to both autobiographical
remembering and future thinking, it can be assumed, that the same mechanism is responsible
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(or at least similar mechanisms are responsible) for the overgeneralization of perceived and
imagined episodes.
The anhedonia-dependent account was presented specifically as a possible
interpretation of reduced future thinking in depression (MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001).
Anhedonia refers to the reduced ability for pleasure (Snaith, 1993). The authors argued that
the reduced ability to experience pleasure leads to a limited pool of exemplars within the
“positive expectancies” category in depression.
Finally, it should be mentioned that according to several theorists, depression and
anxiety can be conceptualized in terms of two orthogonal dimensions: whereas both
depression and anxiety are related to high levels of negative affect; depression, but not
anxiety, is characterized by low positive affect (Clark & Watson, 1991). Supporting this
conjecture, there is a dissociation between reduced positive future thinking in depression and
increased negative future thinking in anxiety (MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001; Williams &
Broadbent, 1986).

A u t o b i o g r a p h i c a l me mo r y i mp a i r me n t – Al z h e i me r ’ s d i s e a s e
and healthy aging
In the previous chapter, we presented results confirming that there is a specific episodic
memory impairment in depression. An episodic memory impairment can be detected not only
in some psychiatric disorders, but also in certain neurological diseases. For example, an AM
impairment can be detected in the Alzheimer‟s type of dementia as well. Dementia is a
general term for a decline in cognitive functions, including memory. According to Prince et
al. (2013), in 2010, more than 35 million people lived with dementia worldwide. Alzheimer‟s
disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder and the most common form of dementia.
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As the result of extensive lesions of memory-related brain regions (see Figure 4), AD patients
have both episodic and semantic memory impairments (for reviews, see e.g., Becker &
Overman, 2002; Carlesimo & Oscar-Berman, 1992; Morris & Kopelman, 1986; Souchay &
Moulin, 2008). Consequently, it has been widely demonstrated that patients with AD have
difficulty in remembering AMs.

Figure 4. Stages of Alzheimer‟s disease and neurofibrillary changes (adapted from Braak, Griffing,
Arai, Bohl, Bratzke, and Braak, 1999, p. 20). Horizontal axes indicate the age; vertical axes indicate
the percentage of cases in various stages for the respective age groups. (A) Cases devoid of changes (n
= 774); (B) stages 1 and 2 – transentorhinal stages: preclinical phase (n = 1954); (C) stages 3 and 4 –
limbic stages (n = 577); (D) stages 5 and 6 – neocortical stages: fully developed Alzheimer‟s disease
(n = 203).

Th e t empor al gradi ent of r etrogr ad e amn es ia in A l zh ei mer‟s
dis ease
In addition to learning disabilities (anterograde memory deficit), there is an impairment in the
retrieval of information acquired before the onset of the disease in AD (retrograde memory
deficit). According to Ribot‟s law (Ribot, 1882), recent memories are more affected than
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temporally distant (remote) memories in patients with retrograde amnesia – a phenomenon
known as temporally graded retrograde amnesia.
Most studies reported a temporally graded deficit of episodic memory in patients with
AD (Barnabe, Whitehead, Pilon, Arsenault-Lapierre, & Chertkow, 2012; Graham & Hodges,
1997; Greenberg et al., 2005; Kopelman, 1989; Philippi et al., 2012; Sagar, Cohen, Sullivan,
Corkin, & Growdon, 1988; but see Dall‟Ora, Della Sala, & Spinnler, 1989; Meeter,
Eijsackers, & Mulder, 2006). For semantic memory, a similar pattern of results was found: a
number of studies showed a temporal gradient of impairment in the retrieval of famous faces
(e.g., Beatty, Salmon, Butters, Heindel, & Granholm, 1988), public events (e.g., Meeter et al.,
2006), and also in the recall of personal facts (e.g., Barnabe et al., 2012; Graham & Hodges,
1997; but see Greenberg et al., 2005; Meeter et al., 2006).
This does not mean, however, that AD patients do not have difficulty in the retrieval
of remote memories (see e.g., Graham & Hodges, 1997; Kopelman, 1989; Sagar et al., 1988).
Nevertheless, it seems that recently formed memories are impaired to a greater extent than the
older ones.

A utobiogr aph i cal

memo r y

imp air ment

in

A l zh ei mer‟s

dis ease : wh at kind of memor y loss?
Several studies used the AMI (Kopelman et al., 1989) to investigate AM impairment in AD.
The test consists of two subscales (the Autobiographical Incidents Schedule and the Semantic
Memory Schedule) making it possible to differentiate between autobiographical incidents
(i.e., episodic memories) and personal semantic memory. Most studies found that scores
differed between patients and controls on both the Autobiographical Incidents Schedule and
the Semantic Memory Schedule (Addis & Tippett, 2004; Barnabe et al., 2012; Graham &
Hodges, 1997; Greene, Hodges, & Baddeley, 1995) indicating that AD patients have
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difficulty in recalling personally experienced past events and personal facts. A number of
other studies reported similar findings using various other methods (e.g., Dall‟Ora et al.,
1989; Dorrego et al., 1999; Fromholt & Larsen, 1991; Martinelli, Anssens, Sperduti, &
Piolino, 2013; Philippi et al., 2012; Piolino et al., 2003).
Using another interview method, the AI (Levine et al., 2002), a very similar pattern of
results was found for episodic memory. When AD patients are instructed to recall specific
AMs, they tend to report a reduced number of episodic details (Addis, Sacchetti, Ally,
Budson, & Schacter, 2009; Barnabe et al., 2012; Irish et al., 2011; Meulenbroek, Rijpkema,
Kessels, Rikkert, & Fernández, 2010) suggesting that AD patients do have difficulty in
accessing event-specific details of AMs. In brief, in addition to the loss of memories, a loss of
details can be detected in AD (see Larsen & Larsen, 1991). It seems that the recall of
perceptual details and the accessibility of details on time are especially impaired
(Meulenbroek et al., 2010), not to mention that AD patients have a specific impairment in
recalling dates (Sagar et al., 1998).
Results are more contradictory regarding the retrieval of non-episodic details. Using
the AI, some studies failed to find a difference between patients and controls in the number of
external (including semantic) details (Barnabe et al., 2012; Irish et al., 2011). In contrast, a
study found that patients reported an increased number of semantic details when compared to
controls (Meulenbroek et al., 2010).
It should be highlighted, however, that there is a main difference between the two
interview methods: whereas in the AMI, participants are instructed to report both specific
events and personal facts, in the AI, participants are required to recall only specific AMs.
Maybe this is the reason why somewhat different patterns of results were found for semantic
memory with these two methods.
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It seems that the disease affects emotional memories as well. Patients with AD tend to
report a reduced number of important memories from their life when they are instructed to do
so (Fromholt & Larsen, 1991). In accordance with these findings, patients with AD have
fewer emotional memories than controls (Philippi et al., 2012). However, it seems that selfratings of emotionality and importance of AMs do not differ between patients and agematched controls (Addis et al., 2009).
Other studies aimed at investigating the relationship between AM impairment and
identity. As it was mentioned earlier, AM plays a key role in the formation and maintenance
of one‟s self concepts and identity (e.g., Conway, 2005; Hirst, 1994; Schechtman, 2007). This
fact has led to the assumption that the loss of AMs could affect the sense of identity (Hirst,
1994). Investigating a group of patients with AD, a study showed that patients‟ self concepts
were less positive in tone than of controls (Philippi et al., 2012). Interestingly, self concept
measures were associated with memory specificity only in the group of control subjects, but
not among patients. Addis and Tippett (2004) reported somewhat different results: AD
patients‟ memory impairment was related to changes in their identity as measured by two
different identity scales, supporting the idea that AM plays a key role in the formation and
maintenance of personal identity.
The impairment of episodic memory in AD is further evidenced by the finding that
patients have difficulty not only in the recollection of past experiences, but also in the
imagination of future episodes. It has been demonstrated that AD patients‟ imagined events
contain a reduced number of episodic details than of controls (Addis et al., 2009; Irish, Addis
et al., 2012; Irish, Hodges, & Piguet, 2013).
In sum, using various research methods, most studies found AM impairments in
patients with AD. Although results are quite controversial regarding the retrieval of nonepisodic (factual) contents, the loss of episodic memories is widely demonstrated in AD.
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Patients with AD have great difficulty in accessing contextual, perceptual, and emotional
details of personal memories, especially if they try to access details of recently formed
memories.

A utobiogr aph i cal memo r y and h ealth y aging
In people under 70 years of age, there is a low risk of developing dementia (see above in
Figure 4), indicating that one of the main risk factors for dementia is age. For instance, based
on the data from Ferri et al. (2005), the prevalence of dementia in Europe was estimated at a
maximum of 1.5% in the 60-69 age range, and at about 25% in people over the age of 85
years.
Although aging is an important risk factor, dementia is not a consequence of normal
aging. As it could be seen above, AD patients show impaired performance on various AM
tasks when compared to age-matched healthy controls. In fact, individuals who will be
diagnosed as having AD demonstrate memory deficit years before the clinical diagnosis (see
Bäckman, Jones, Berger, Laukka, & Small, 2005). Nevertheless, there is a growing body of
evidence for age-related memory impairment in healthy individuals.
Investigating the phenomenal nature of autobiographical remembering, a large number
of studies found differences between young and older adults. Cohen and Faulkner (1988)
showed that older subjects‟ memories were less vivid than of young and middle-aged adults,
and that vividness ratings were associated with the personal importance of the events and the
frequency of rehearsal (i.e., frequently recalled events were given higher ratings on
vividness). Rabbit and Winthorpe (1988) also showed that the frequency of rehearsal was a
strong predictor of the qualitative characteristics of AMs. Furthermore, it was also revealed
that older subjects‟ memories were given lower ratings on episodic specificity than of young
adults‟ (Rathbone, Holmes, Murphy, & Ellis, 2015), and that older subjects had difficulty in
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accessing perceptual and contextual details (Hashtroudi, Johnson, & Chrosniak, 1990; Piolino
et al., 2006). Actually, older subjects were less able to retrieve contextual information not
only when they were required to recall AMs, but also when they were instructed to retrieve
laboratory-based study materials along with their contextual features (see Spencer & Raz,
1995).
However, some studies failed to find age-related differences in the phenomenal
qualities of AMs, such as in ratings of vividness (Rathbone et al., 2015; St-Laurent, Abdi,
Burianová, & Grady, 2011) as well as in ratings of reliving and emotionality (St. Jacques,
Rubin, & Cabeza, 2012). In fact, in one study, older subjects‟ memories were rated as more
vivid and detailed than of young adults (Comblain, D‟Argembeau, & Van der Linden, 2005).
Investigating the contents of AMs, most studies established the finding of impaired
episodic memory in healthy elderly. In a study by Cohen, Conway, and Maylor (1994),
flashbulb memories were analyzed on the basis of event descriptions. The authors found an
age-related difference in the accessibility of event details (including details on location,
actions, people, etc.) – older subjects‟ memories contained a reduced number of event details
than of young and middle-aged adults. For the recall of personal memories, a similar pattern
of results could be seen (Borrini, Dall‟Ora, Della Sala, Marinelli, & Spinnler, 1989).
When Levine et al. (2002) introduced the AI as a new research method to assess AM,
they compared the contents of memories recalled by a group of young and a group of older
subjects. In comparison with young adults‟ memories, older subjects‟ memories contained a
reduced number of internal details (including perceptual and emotional details and details on
the place where the events occurred) and an increased number of external (including
semantic) details. Later studies replicated these findings and reported similar findings for
imagined events (Addis, Musicaro et al., 2010; Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2008; Gaesser,
Sacchetti, Addis, & Schacter, 2011).
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In sum, investigating the phenomenology of autobiographical remembering and the
contents of autobiographical events, most studies reported that there is a decline in memory
for episodic details of personal events in healthy older individuals. However, it should be kept
in mind that this age-related memory decline is much less severe than in patients with
dementia.
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M AIN OBJECTIVES AND THESIS POINTS

Ma i n o b j e c t i v e s
We have provided a summary of how episodic memory can be influenced by the time of day,
by the mental health of participants (in depression and in AD), and by healthy aging. In the
following section, we present the main objectives of our studies examining the negative effect
of these factors on the accessibility and the phenomenology of AMs and of imagined episodes
(for an outline, see Table 2).

Studies

Target factors

Measures

Temporal direction
of the events

Study 1

Time of day
and interference effects

Accessibility
of memories

Past

Study 2

Preclinical depressive
symptoms

Accessibility of event details and
other phenomenal characteristics

Future

Study 3

Alzeimer‟s disease and
healthy aging

Accessibility
of event details

Past

Table 2. The outline of the studies presented in the dissertation.

Ti me of d ay and th e accessibi lit y of autobiogr aph i cal
memo r i es
A long line of laboratory studies showed that long-term memory is better when learning
occurs at the end of the day, rather than when subjects are instructed to study in the morning
(Barbosa & Albuquerque, 2008; Folkard & Monk, 1978; Gais et al., 2006). Memory for
materials studied in the evening might benefit from the lack of interference effects during
sleep (see Jenkins & Dallenbach, 1924; for reviews, see Wixted, 2004, 2005).
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Interestingly though, studies of the relationship between the time of day and AM are
lacking. However, such studies of AM could lead to important conclusions. First, they could
strengthen the ecological validity of time of day effects on memory in general. Furthermore,
they could have important methodological implications. Note that in a typical diary study,
participants are asked to record memories in a diary at the end of the day. Actually, when
participants record events in a diary, memories for those events are reactivated. It is known
that reactivated memories are especially sensitive to interference effects (see Nader &
Einarsson, 2010; Sara, 2000). Therefore, it is possible that recording events in a diary in the
evening, relative to recording in the morning, can have a beneficial impact on the
reconsolidation of those memories due to the lack of interference during sleep. The aim of
Study 1 (Szőllősi, Keresztes, Conway, & Racsmány, 2015; Szőllősi & Racsmány, 2013) was
to investigate whether the time of event recording (morning vs. evening) affects the long-term
accessibility of AMs.

D epr essiv e s ympto ms , futur e thinking , and ph eno menolog y
Individuals with high levels of depressive symptoms differ from healthy controls in terms of
autobiographical remembering and in future thinking. When depressive patients are asked
either to recall specific AMs or to imagine future episodes, they usually fail to access eventspecific details of positive episodes; instead, they tend to report general (summarized) events
that contain knowledge-based (semantic) information rather than episodic details (e.g.,
MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001; MacLeod et al., 1997; Williams & Broadbent, 1986; Williams
et al., 1996, 2000; Williams & Scott, 1988). It should be highlighted that depressive symptom
severity is associated with reduced positive future thinking not only in patient populations, but
also in individuals with no history of clinical depression (e.g., Kosnes et al., 2013; MacLeod
& Conway, 2007; O‟Connor et al., 2004). In other words, the presence of preclinical
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depressive symptoms (i.e., subclinical depressive state) is related to difficulties in accessing
specific details of episodic future thoughts.
The most frequent method for assessing future thinking in emotional disorders is the
FTT (MacLeod et al., 1993). In this task, the indicator of reduced specificity is the reduced
number of specific memories recalled. As a methodological extension, in a study by Stöber
(2000), participants were instructed not only to imagine future episodes, but also to rate the
imagery of the generated episodes. Results showed that depressive symptom severity was
associated with reduced vividness of the imagined positive events (see also Holmes et al.,
2008; Morina et al., 2011), suggesting that the presence of depressive symptoms is related to
the phenomenology of future episodes.
Importantly, the accessibility of event-specific details provides a basis for the
recollective experience that accompanies episodic retrieval (Brewer, 1996; Conway, 2001,
2005, 2009; Johnson et al., 1988). The specificity of event details can be measured by ratings
of the phenomenal characteristics of both past experiences and imagined episodes (Johnson et
al., 1988). In Study 2 (Szőllősi, Pajkossy, & Racsmány, 2015), we investigated a group of
non-clinical individuals and we assessed the relationship between the presence of preclinical
depressive symptoms and a wide range of phenomenological characteristics of imagined
future episodes (other than vividness).

A l zh ei mer‟s d iseas e, aging , and th e accessi bilit y of ev ent
d et ai ls
A wealth of studies provided evidence for AM impairment in AD by showing that patients
with AD have difficulty in accessing episodic details of AMs. The Autobiographical
Interview (Levine et al., 2002) is a widely use method that enables the separation between
episodic and non-episodic contents of memories. Using the AI method, most previous studies
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found that AD patients recalled a reduced number of episodic details when compared to agematched control subjects (e.g., Addis et al., 2009; Barnabe et al., 2012; Irish et al., 2011;
Meulenbroek et al., 2010); however, for semantic details, most studies failed to find a
difference between patients and controls (see Barnabe et al., 2012; Irish et al., 2011). Using
the AI, it was also revealed that healthy older subjects were less able to access episodic details
of AMs than young adults (e.g., Addis, Musicaro et al., 2010; Addis, Wong, & Schacter,
2008; Gaesser et al., 2011; Levine et al., 2002).
In Study 3 (Szőllősi & Kónya, 2011), we aimed at validating the Autobiographical
Interview method in a Hungarian sample by investigating three healthy age groups (young,
middle-aged, and older adults) as well as a group of AD patients.

Thesis points

Th esis 1. – The t i me of r eactiv ation aff ects th e long -t er m
accessib ilit y of autobiog r aphi cal memo ri es
In Study 1, we aimed at testing whether the time of event recording influences the later
accessibility of memories for the recorded events. An internet-based diary was used to collect
data. In order to control for age-related time of day preferences, we investigated only young
adults (n = 109; Mage = 20.9 years, SD = 1.5). Subjects were instructed to record (to describe
briefly) events for that day (Group 1) or for the previous day (Group 2 and Group 3). The time
of event recording (morning vs. evening) was also varied across the experimental groups, see
Table 3.
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Experimental groups

Recorded events

Time of event recording

Group 1

Events for that day

Evening

Group 2

Events for the previous day

Morning

Group 3

Events for the previous day

Evening

Table 3. Experimental design in the first phase of the experiment (Study 1).

In addition to providing event descriptions, participants rated the importance of each event on
a 5-point scale and they recorded the duration of each event. Furthermore, subjects were
asked about the hours of sleep they had during the previous day. Participants recorded events
for one day at a time, and this process was repeated for five consecutive days. Following a 30day retention interval, subjects were asked to free recall their diary events. (We controlled for
the time of retrieval in the free recall task.)
The conditions of event recording were identical across the experimental groups. First,
the number of recorded events did not differ between the groups. Furthermore, the recorded
memories did not differ in their importance ratings and durations. Finally, subjects showed no
differences in their sleep hours.
Despite of the lack of group differences in the first phase of the experiment, the longterm free recall performance showed different patterns in the experimental groups.
Participants were significantly better at remembering events which have been recorded in the
evening 30 days earlier (i.e., the morning group [Group 2] recalled less events than both of the
two evening groups [Group 1 and Group 3]). In sum, it seems that recording events in a diary
at the beginning of the day has a detrimental impact on the later accessibility of memories for
the diary events.
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A list of our findings regarding Thesis 1.:
1.1. The time of day affects AM.
1.2. The time of retrieval shows no relationship with the current accessibility of AMs.
1.3. The time of retrieval affects the later accessibility of AMs.

Th esis 2 . – Pr ecl ini cal d epress iv e s ymptom s ev er it y is
asso ciat ed wi th th e ph eno men al ch ar act er isti cs of i magin ed
ev ents
In Study 2, we aimed at investigating the relationship between preclinical depressive
symptoms and the phenomenology of imagined future episodes. Participants were non-clinical
subjects (n = 183; Mage = 25.0 years, SD = 8.2) who were asked to imagine future events in
response to emotionally positive and negative cue words. Furthermore, subjects were
instructed to rate the phenomenal qualities of the generated episodes on 7-point scales. The
questionnaire consisted of 9 items (vividness, time, location, visual details, sounds, felt,
importance, accessibility, and certainty). Finally, depressive symptom severity was assessed
with the 13-item version of the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck & Beck, 1972;
Hungarian: Halmai, Dömötör, Balogh, Sárosi, Faludi, & Székely, 2008).
Whereas higher BDI scores were associated with lower ratings on the phenomenal
characteristics of the positive events, an opposite pattern could be seen for the negative
episodes. In details, positive future events generated by more depressed subjects were given
lower ratings on felt, accessibility, certainty, and vividness, and they contained less specific
event details (time, location, and sounds). In contrast, higher scores on the depression
inventory were associated with higher ratings of the phenomenal characteristics of the
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negative episodes (vividness, time, sounds, importance, accessibility, and certainty).
However, in our sample, depressive symptom severity showed no relationship with the
number of generated events that were specific. In sum, investigating a non-clinical sample, we
presented results showing that preclinical depressive symptom severity is strongly related to
the phenomenology of imagined future episodes.

A list of our findings regarding Thesis 2.:
Preclinical depressive symptom severity…
2.1. …is related to the phenomenology of future thinking;
2.2. …is associated with lower ratings of the phenomenological characteristics of
imagined positive episodes;
2.3. …is associated with higher ratings of the phenomenological characteristics of
imagined negative episodes.

Th esis 3 . – Redu ced access to episod i c d et ails in p at i ents
w ith Al zh ei mer‟s dis eas e and in h ealth y old er adult s
In order to validate the Autobiographical Interview method, in Study 3, we investigated three
healthy age groups and a group of patients with AD, see Table 4. Healthy older subjects and
AD patients were matched with respect to age, gender, and education.
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Groups

n

Age range

Mage (SD)

Young adults

25

20-27 years

22.0 years (2.1)

Middle-aged subjects

25

45-55 years

50.9 years (2.7)

Older subjects

16

61-79 years

71.2 years (5.2)

Patients with Alzheimer‟s disease

16

60-80 years

71.1 years (5.7)

Table 4. Participants: sample size and age (Study 3).

Participants were asked to recall one specific AM from each of five life periods: (1)
childhood: up to age 11; (2) teenage years: ages 11-17; (3) early adulthood: ages 18-35; (4)
later adulthood: ages 35-55; and (5) the previous year. (Since young adults were not required
to recall events form the middle age, they were asked to recall two events from the previous
year.) On a post hoc basis, memory contents were analyzed by using two standardized scoring
procedures (see Levine et al., 2002).
We found that time, place, perceptual details, thoughts/emotion, and episodic richness
scores differed between the four groups. Older subjects received lower scores than young and
middle-aged adults. Additionally, we showed that middle-aged adults‟ memories were less
episodic than than of young adults and more episodic than of older subjects. Furthermore,
patients received lower scores than healthy older subjects. Scores differed between patients
and controls for memories from the last year and from the late adulthood indicating that recent
memories are impaired to a greater extent in AD than temporally distant memories. Time
integration scores did not differ between the groups. Time integration was the only one rating
category which is not related to reexperiencing (i.e., episodic remembering).
For semantic details, a different pattern of results could be seen. Patients recalled an
increased number of semantic details than healthy subjects, which difference was significant
only for temporally distant memories. In sum, an age-related decline could be seen in memory
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for episodic autobiographical events, and a more severe episodic memory impairment was
detected in patients with AD.

A list of our findings regarding Thesis 3.:
3.1. Middle-aged individuals‟ AMs contain a reduced number of episodic details
relative to those of young adults and an increased number of episodic details
relative to those of older individuals.
3.2. Alzheimer‟s patients‟ recent memories contain less episodic details than of
controls.
3.3. Alzheimer‟s patients‟ temporally distant memories contain more factual
(semantic) contents than of controls.
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S TUDIES

In this chapter, we present the studies outlined previously.
The dissertation is based on the following works:
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(2) Szőllősi, Á., & Racsmány, M. (2013). Time of day has an opposite effect on the
generation of past and future events. Learning and Perception, 5, 44-45. – Study 1
(3) Szőllősi, Á., Pajkossy, P., & Racsmány, M. (2015). Depressive symptoms are associated
with the phenomenal characteristics of imagined positive and negative future events.
Applied Cognitive Psychology, 29(5), 762-767. doi:10.1002/acp.3144 – Study 2
(4) Szőllősi, Á., & Kónya, A. (2011). Az önéletrajzi emlékezet vizsgálata: Önéletrajzi Interjú
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G ENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In a series of three experiments we investigated the influence of different factors on episodic
memory. Since we aimed at testing episodic memory in natural context, we used various AM
research methods to investigate the accessibility of episodic events and event details of
everyday memories and imagined episodes.
Results of Study 1 replicated the findings of laboratory studies (Barbosa &
Albuquerque, 2008; Folkard & Monk, 1978; Gais et al., 2006; but see Mather & Knight,
2005), as we showed that the time of retrieval (morning/evening) did not affect the actual
memory performance: whether subjects were asked to record AMs in a diary either in the
morning or in the evening, it had no effect on the number of memories recorded. That is,
despite the significant differences between laboratory studies and studies of everyday
memory, it seems that results of laboratory studies on time of day effects can be generalized
to autobiographical remembering. Despite the lack of group differences in the first phase of
the experiment, the time of event recording affected the long-term accessibility of the diary
events: those participants‟ who had completed their diary in the evening showed superior
long-term memory performance, as compared to participants writing their diary in the
morning. In other words, we have shown that recording events in a diary at the beginning of
the day reduced the later accessibility of the diary events.
In a typical diary study, event descriptions only serve to test participants‟ memory for
the recorded events. However, it should be kept in mind that during event recording,
memories for the diary events are reactivated and become more sensitive to interference
effects (see Nader, 2003; Nader & Einarsson, 2010; Sara, 2000). Presumably, participants
who completed their diary in the morning, continued their daily activities shortly after
memory reactivation, which could have disrupted the reconsolidation of the reactivated
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memories. Several authors suggested that the lack of interference effects during sleep has a
beneficial impact on long-term memory retention (Jenkins & Dallenbach, 1924; for reviews,
see Ellenbogen, Payne et al., 2006; Wixted, 2004, 2005). The lack interference effects during
sleep might explain our results. Previous studies have shown that when learning occurs at the
end of the day it leads to better consolidation of recently formed memories (possibly due to
the absence of interference effects during sleep) resulting in better long-term memory
retention (Barbosa & Albuquerque, 2008; Folkard & Monk, 1978; Gais, Lucas, & Born, 2006;
but see Mather & Knight, 2005). According to the best of knowledge, our study is the first to
show that the time of reactivation affects the reconsolidation of episodic memories indicating
the similarities between the consolidation of recently formed memories and the
reconsolidation of reactivated memories.
It is possible, however, that participants recalled their memories for event recording in
the long-term recall task and not their memories for the original events. Therefore, it can be
assumed that the time of day affected the consolidation of those “new” memories (and not the
reconsolidation of previously reactivated memories for the original events, as we suggested
earlier). Furthermore, it is worth noting that in this study we did not investigate the
(qualitative) characteristics of the recorded memories. However, it cannot be excluded that the
originally recorded memories differed in some aspects that caused their differences in longterm accessibility. Here we tested only the number of accessible memories; therefore, future
studies are needed to test further factors that may alter the long-term accessibility of a
memory in the light of the time of its reactivation.
Results of Study 2 also replicated the findings of earlier studies (Kosnes et al., 2013;
MacLeod & Conway, 2007; O‟Connor et al., 2004), as we showed that non-clinical subjects
with more severe preclinical depressive symptoms had difficulty in accessing specific details
of imagined episodes. One of our main findings is that participants with more severe
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depressive symptoms rated their imagined positive events less accessible, as compared to
subjects who received lower scores on the self-reported depression inventory. It was also
revealed that depressive symptom severity correlated with reduced access to episodic
(contextual and perceptual) details of imagined positive episodes. Furthermore, subjects with
higher depression scores rated their positive imageries less vivid, which is consistent with
previous results on reduced imagery for positive events in depression (Holmes et al., 2008;
Morina et al., 2011; Stöber, 2000). In a very recent study (Anderson & Evans, 2015), similar
results were found for vividness and sensory details in a group of dysphoric patients.
Interestingly, for positive events, ratings of personal importance showed no
relationship with the presence of preclinical depressive symptoms, suggesting that it is not the
reduced importance of the events that caused subjects‟ reduced ability to access episodic
details. Finally, it should be highlighted that positive events generated by participants with
more severe preclinical depressive symptoms were less positive in tone and were given lower
ratings on certainty.
For the negative episodes, a different pattern of results could be seen. Higher
depression scores were associated with higher ratings on vividness, time, importance, sounds,
and certainty. In contrast, most previous studies failed to find a relationship between
depressive symptom severity and negative future thinking (e.g., Bjärehed et al., 2010;
MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001; MacLeod, Tata, et al., 1997). The comorbidity between
symptoms of depression and anxiety might resolve this controversy, as individuals with
higher levels of anxiety appear to have more negative expectancies for the future (MacLeod &
Salaminiou, 2001; MacLeod, Tata, et al., 1997). Future research is needed to test this
hypothesis. Another possible interpretation is that measuring the phenomenal nature of
imagined episodes is a more sensitive method than investigating the number of episodes
generated within a limited time period. This idea is supported by the fact that in our non-
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clinical sample, there was no relationship between depressive symptom severity and the
number of specific events generated.
An important question is what our results tell us in the light of former explanations for
overgeneralization in depression. It seems that overgeneralization cannot be considered as a
consequence of a general retrieval (and/or inhibitory) deficit in depression, as suggested
previously by Williams and Dritschel (1988). Studies (including our study) showing a specific
deficit for the generation of positive events in depression (e.g., Bjärehed et al., 2010;
MacLeod & Salaminiou, 2001; MacLeod et al., 1997Williams & Broadbent, 1986) contradict
this idea. Moreover, we found more detailed negative expectancies in people with higher
levels of depression symptoms suggesting that overgeneralization does mainly affect the
retrieval of positive events.
One major advantage of this study is that we investigated non-clinical individuals and
we replicated earlier findings of studies involving clinically depressed patients (e.g.,
Anderson & Evans, 2015; Morina et al., 2008). Therefore, it can be concluded that somewhat
similar mechanisms stand behind clinical and preclinical depression. These findings underline
the assumption that depressive symptoms exist on a continuum, that is, depression is a
dimensional construct rather than a discrete category (see e.g., Flett, Vredenburg, & Krames,
1997; Hankin, Fraley, Lahey, & Waldman, 2005). Despite this, it would be an interesting
question for future studies to test whether our results can be extended to different patient
populations with high levels of depressive symptoms.
In Study 3, we found an age-related memory decline in healthy individuals. Older
subjects reported a reduced number of internal (episodic) details than young adults when they
recalled personal autobiographical events (for similar results, see Addis, Musicaro et al.,
2010; Addis, Wong et al., 2008; Gaesser et al., 2011; Levine et al., 2002). Additionally, we
investigated not only young and older subjects, but also a group of middle-aged adults and we
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showed that middle-aged individuals‟ memories were less specific than of young adults, and
more specific than of older subjects.
Note that we found an age-related difference in the number of event-specific
(episodic) details of remote memories and not only in the number of details of recent
memories. Presumably, for temporally distant memories, the effectiveness of encoding was
similar in the different age groups. Thus, it seems that our results can be explained by an agerelated retrieval deficit. Nevertheless, this decline in the elderly could not have been caused
by a general retrieval deficit, because no difference was found in the retrieval of non-episodic
contents. (Here, non-episodic contents refer to semantic details and to time integration. Time
integration is related to one‟s life story and not to reexperiencing.) From our results it is
difficult to make a conclusion about possible differences in encoding specificity, yet it seems
that the encoding and retrieval of AMs and their age-related impairments can be separated
from each other.
Regarding the so-called life span curve of AM retrieval, interestingly, in our study,
recent memories did not contain more episodic details than remote memories. Results of
previous studies showed that from the period of recency individuals tend to retrieve more
AMs than from earlier lifetime periods – except for the young adulthood (see e.g., Conway,
2005; Rubin & Schulkind, 1997). Methodological differences might resolve this controversy.
It can be assumed that those remote memories that remained in the long term and memories
from the period of recency may contain a similar number of event-specific details.
There have been studies, however, showing that memories for temporally distant
events were rated as less vivid than more recent AMs (e.g., Janssen, Rubin, & St. Jacques,
2011). From these findings, it follows that a distinction should be made between the
phenomenological experience of vividness and the vividness of event descriptions. From a
theoretical viewpoint, theories and models of memory consider consciousness in a very
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different way (for an overview, see e.g., Moscovitch, 2000). Content-based theories
differentiate between different types of memories on the basis of memory contents, i.e., the
type of information (see e.g., Kinsbourne & Wood, 1975; Squire, 1992). Therefore, these
theories considered consciousness as a marker and do not account for the phenomenology of
memory. Other, experience-based theories (see e.g., Tulving, 1985), however, make a
distinction between different types of memories on the basis of the form of consciousness
during retrieval. From a methodological viewpoint, former perspectives are more closely
associated to content-based methods, whereas latter perspectives are more closely associated
to methods with a focus on the phenomenology of memory. We also stress that a clear
distinction should be made between content- and experience-based methodologies.
Several former studies used the AI method to investigate AM impairment in AD and
in healthy older subjects, similarly to us. An important virtue of our study is that we
investigated age-related memory decline and AM impairment in AD in one study. Patients
with AD showed impaired access to episodic details when compared to controls (for similar
results, see Addis et al., 2009; Barnabe et al., 2012; Irish et al., 2011; Meulenbroek et al.,
2010). As in most previous studies (e.g., Barnabe et al., 2012; Graham & Hodges, 1997;
Greenberg et al., 2005; Kopelman, 1989; Philippi et al., 2012; Sagar et al., 1988; but see
Dall‟Ora, Sala, & Spinnler, 1989; Meeter, Eijsackers, & Mulder, 2006), a temporally graded
episodic memory deficit was found: whereas patients‟ and controls‟ remote memories did not
differ in their episodicity, for recent memories, a significant group difference was found. For
semantic details, no impairment could be seen. In fact, when patients retrieved temporally
distant memories, they reported more semantic details than controls (for similar results, see
Meulenbroek et al., 2010). Importantly, our results cannot be explained by a general retrieval
deficit as we found an impairment only in the recall of episodic details of AMs. Finally, it
should be highlighted that we found a temporally graded episodic memory deficit suggesting
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that the encoding and/or the early consolidation of (recent) episodic events are also impaired
even in the early stage of the disease.
In interpreting the results of our third study, we should discuss age-related healthy and
pathological changes in brain structure and function. There is a grooving body of evidence for
age-related changes in the healthy human brain. It seems that both structural alterations (i.e.,
volumetric brain reduction; see Fjell & Walhovd, 2010; Raz, 2004) and functional changes
(e.g., reduced asymmetry in brain activity; see Bäckman, Almkvist, Andersson, & Nordberg,
1997; Cabeza, Grady, Nyberg, & McIntosh, 1997; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2002) mostly affect
the hippocampal complex and the prefrontal cortex (PFC). These two structures are thought to
play central roles in episodic memory. In line with this observation, healthy older individuals
tend to show no impairment, in comparison with young adults, on tasks measuring semantic
memory (e.g., Eustache, Desgranges, Jacques, & Platel, 1998; Mayr & Kliegl, 2000; see also
Kester, Benjamin, Castel, & Craik, 2002; Nicholas, Barth, Obler, Au, & Albert, 1997), but
show impaired performance on various episodic memory tasks. Regarding episodic memory,
it is also known that retrieval is more affected than encoding and recall is more affected than
recognition (see Craik & McDowd, 1987; Perlmutter, 1979; see also Drag & Bieliauskas,
2010). Our results on changes in autobiographical remembering are in line with these
previous findings suggesting that healthy older individuals do have a specific impairment in
the retrieval of episodic memories, possibly due to alterations in episodic memory-related
brain structures.
In respect of the beginning of age-related cognitive decline, most studies argued that
cognitive functions are preserved in middle aged individuals. However, recent studies showed
impaired memory performance, structural changes and altered activity in memory-related
brain regions in middle aged subjects, relative to young adults (e.g., DeCarli, 2015;
Klaassena, Eversb, de Groota, Backesa, Veltmane, & Jolles, 2014; Singh-Manoux, Kivimaki,
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Glymour, Elbaz, Berr, Ebmeier, Ferrie, & Dugravot, 2012; but see e.g., Cansino, TrejoMorales, Estrada-Manilla, Pasaye-Alcaraz, Aguilar-Castañeda, Salgado-Lujambio, & SosaOrtiz, 2015). It is a crucial question whether our results on differences between young and
middle aged individuals‟ AMs can be explained by structural and functional changes of the
brain. When Levine and his colleagues (2002) introduced the AI as a research method, they
also investigated different age groups (a group of young adults and healthy older individuals
over the age of 66 years). The authors stressed the possible effects of brain alterations on agerelated episodic memory decline, but they also highlighted the psychological aspects of this
interview method. Thus, it can not be excluded that differences between the different age
groups are due to the nature of an interview situation, e.g., how people interpret such a
situation and how these interpretations affect the narratives of memories and memory contents
retrieved.
A very similar pattern of changes and impairments can be observed in the early stage
of AD, as in the healthy elderly, with an excessive alteration in the PFC and the hippocampus
resulting in a specific episodic memory deficit (see e.g., Braak et al., 1999; Becker &
Overman, 2002; Carlesimo & Oscar-Berman, 1992; Morris & Kopelman, 1986; Souchay &
Moulin, 2008). However, we stressed that the alteration of episodic memory-related brain
structures and the episodic memory impairment in AD is much more severe than in the
healthy elderly.
To sum up, we presented results showing how various factors can negatively affect
episodic memory. First, we replicated earlier findings by demonstrating that (1) the time of
day affects episodic memory; (2) preclinical depressive symptom severity is related to
reduced positive future thinking; and that (3) the AI is an appropriate method to detect agerelated memory decline and memory impairment in AD.
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Additionally, our studies resulted in important novel findings. First, we demonstrated
that the time of day affects not only memory for laboratory-based study materials, but also
memory for autobiographical events. In fact, episodic memory is especially flexible and yet
that is why episodic memory is highly sensitive to various influencing factors. Just to give an
example, what happens between encoding and retrieval or even between memory reactivation
and retrieval greatly affects memory (see Roediger & Marsh, 2003). We suggest that when
event reactivation is shortly followed by sleep, it protects the reactivated memories from
interference effects, and it leads to better long-term memory for those events. Second, we
showed that preclinical depressive symptom severity is associated with the phenomenal
qualities of imagined episodes. These findings indicate that the presence of negative emotions
and thoughts (i.e., subclinical depressive state) is related to the subjective experience that
accompanies the retrieval of episodic future thoughts. Third, we have shown for the first time
that middle-aged subjects differed from young adults and also from older subjects in the
specificity of AMs. Finally, our results also imply that although AD patients‟ remote
memories rely more markedly on knowledge-based information, their AMs are less specific
(episodic) than those of non-demented elderly individuals. These latter findings support the
observation that episodic memory is highly sensitive to neurological changes as well as to
normal aging.
Although we aimed to investigate the accessibility of episodic memories and episodic
details of AMs, an important point is that we used different methods in the three experiments
presented in this dissertation. We applied a diary method, a phenomenological questionnaire,
and an interview method to examine the possible influences of different factors on episodic
memory. As different theories and models of memory (e.g., content- and experience-based
and attribution theories) considered consciousness and the contents of memories in a very
different way (see Moscovitch, 2000), from our results, it is difficult to make a conclusion
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about the contents and phenomenology of episodic (autobiographical) memories in general
due to the different methodologies we used. Future studies are needed to test the
generalizability of our results. Nevertheless, we stress the difference between content- and
experience-based perspectives about memory. Just to give an example, we showed that
depressive symptom severity is related to the phenomenology of AM. In contrast, when we
analyzed the contents of memories, we found no relationship between preclinical depressive
symptoms and the number of specific autobiographical events retrieved.
Importantly, memory is constructive rather than reproductive (see Bartlett, 1932;
Bransford, Barclay, & Franks, 1972; Neisser, 1976; Schank, 1982; Schank & Abelson, 1977;
Schacter, Norman, & Koutstaal, 1998). Accordingly, autobiographical remembering involves
reconstructive processes, at least to some extent (Brewer, 1988; Conway, 1995; Conway &
Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). During retrieval, individuals combine elements of past experiences in
order to construct their personal AMs suggesting that episodic memory is highly flexible (see
e.g., Schacter et al., 1998, 2007, 2012). The flexibility of episodic memory is strongly related
to the observation that episodic memories for autobiographical events are greatly affected by
various factors operating prior to or at the time of retrieval (see Roediger & Marsh, 2003).
Based on our results, we also stress the vulnerable nature of episodic and autobiographical
memory.
Finally, we hope that our findings also have practical significance and methodological
relevance, as one of the main goals of the study of everyday memory is to try to bridge the
gap between basic and applied research. First of all, we suggest that in future diary-based
studies, the time of event recording must be controlled for. Furthermore, it seems that ratings
of the phenomenological characteristics of imagined episodes are sensitive to the level of
(sub-clinical) depressive symptoms. Finally, the AI is an appropriate method to detect specific
episodic memory impairment in AD. Therefore, we hope that our findings on the impacts of
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preclinical depressive symptoms and of neurological changes in AD would be useful for
clinical practice as well. In brief, we suggest to introduce new methods in clinical practice.
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